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Operation of the Trust 
 

What is a protocol? 

‘Protocols’ are formal documents which set out how the BBC Trust will carry 

out its functions as required by the BBC’s Royal Charter and Framework 

Agreement. Protocols set out the Trust’s procedures, and the respective roles 

and responsibilities of the BBC Trust and the BBC Executive Board. 

 

The Charter and Agreement 

The Royal Charter is the constitutional basis for the BBC. It sets out the public 
purposes of the BBC, guarantees its independence, and outlines the duties of 
the BBC Trust and the BBC Executive Board. 
 
The Agreement sits alongside the BBC’s Royal Charter. It provides detail on 
many of the topics outlined in the Charter and also covers the BBC's funding 
and its regulatory duties. 

 

 
 

What this protocol is about 

This protocol explains how the Trust Unit’s procedures and budget processes 

work.  
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Internal operation of the Trust 

Approach and principles 

1.1 The Charter states that there shall be a Trust Unit1 which is required to be 

administratively separate from the rest of the BBC’s organisation.2  The Trust Unit 

ensures that the BBC Trust is efficiently supported in the performance of its 
functions. The Trust Unit provides policy and specialist advice and operational 

support to the BBC Trust and endeavours to achieve value for money for licence 

fee payers in the exercise of its role.   

1.2 The Director3 and staff of the Trust Unit are accountable only to the BBC Trust. 
This applies both to the appointment and to the ongoing employment of staff who 

work for the BBC Trust.  

 

A TRUST UNIT PROCEDURES 

Role and duties of the BBC Trust 

A2.1 The BBC Trust appoints a Director to lead and manage the Trust Unit and agrees 
his or her terms and conditions. The BBC Trust delegates to the Director the 

appointment of staff in the Trust Unit and any other operational or financial 

decisions within limits agreed by the Trust.4 The BBC Trust retains authority for 
approving salaries and termination payments to Trust Unit staff of more than 

£75,000.  

Role and duties of the BBC Executive Board 

A3.1 The Executive Board, including the Director-General, has no oversight role in 

respect of the staff of the Trust Unit. 

A3.2 The material needs of the Trust Unit are determined by the BBC Trust.5  To provide 
for these, the BBC Trust makes use of certain corporate BBC services, such as 

finance and information technology.  The BBC Executive Board must make these 

services available to the Trust Unit as required by the BBC Trust.  Where the BBC 
Trust uses these services, the Executive Board ensures that an appropriate level of 

service is provided to support the efficient and effective functioning of the Trust 

Unit. The use of these services is reviewed periodically.  

A3.3 The Director ensures that using the services referred to in paragraph A3.2 does 
not infringe the BBC Trust’s duty to act as the sole decision-making body for the 

Trust Unit.  For example, decisions on pay for Trust Unit staff are not to be subject 

to scrutiny or approval by the Executive Board.   

 

                                                 
1 The Trust Unit provides independent advice and support to the BBC Trust.  
2 BBC Charter Article 43(1) 
3 The Director, BBC Trust is the “Chief Officer of the Trust Unit” as specified in Article 42(1) of the Charter.    

4 BBC Charter Article 42 

5 BBC Charter Article 43 
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A3.4 The Director-General or a nominated delegate must also inform the Director or 

his/her representative promptly of any changes proposed to services supporting 
the operation of BBC staff that are also extended to Trust Unit staff.  If the 

Director decides to withdraw from using these services, s/he will give the Director-

General or his/her representative an appropriate period of notice.   

 

Procedures 

A4.1 The Director takes account of the terms and conditions set for staff of the 

Executive side of the BBC when deciding on those for staff of the Trust Unit. 

A4.2 The Director highlights to Trust Unit staff where their employment arrangements 

differ from those for BBC staff in the rest of the BBC.  Under the direction of the 

BBC Trust, the Director also ensures the Trust Unit’s compliance with relevant BBC 

policies such as equal opportunities and training.  

A4.3 The Director ensures that staff who work in the Trust Unit are not subject to, 

and/or do not act on behalf of, the Executive Board. This includes agreed 

arrangements for managing the transfer of staff between the Trust Unit and the 

rest of the BBC.6 This arrangement is attached at Annex A. 

A4.4 On behalf of the BBC Trust, the Director is responsible for putting in place and 

maintaining suitable arrangements to, where appropriate, consult with Trust Unit 

staff on matters affecting the interests of staff and with appropriate organisations 

on certain matters.7 

Executive Board procedures 

A4.5 The Director-General or a nominated delegate must consult with the Director on 
any matters which may affect Trust Unit staff directly.  In particular, the Director-

General or nominated delegate must inform the Director or his/her representative 
promptly of any agreements or decisions that may change or otherwise affect 

terms and conditions of BBC staff.  Examples include pay review, pay policy, bonus 

policy, recruitment policy, procurement policy and IT provision.   

A4.6 Where necessary and appropriate, the Executive Board may include Trust Unit staff 

in any relevant BBC staff communications.  

A4.7 The Executive Board may include Trust Unit staff in any staff survey conducted 

from time to time, provided that the Trust Unit’s results are not reported to the 

Executive in any identifiable way.   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
6 BBC Charter Article 43(4) 

7 BBC Charter Article 44 
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B BBC TRUST OPERATING BUDGET  

Role and duties of the BBC Trust 

B5.1 The BBC Trust, taking advice from the relevant Trust Committee, approves the 

Trust’s budget each year, which includes an amount for the operation of the Trust 

Unit. 

B5.2 The funding for the BBC Trust’s budget is provided from the BBC’s annual licence 

fee funding.  

B5.3 The BBC Trust’s budget includes direct operational costs of the Trust Unit (its staff 

and external spend) but excludes the costs of shared services provided by the BBC 

(such as accommodation, central HR and finance services).   

 

Role and duties of the BBC Executive Board 

B6.1 The Executive Board prepares a budget for the whole of the BBC each year and 
submits this to the BBC Trust for approval. This budget includes the amount the 

BBC Trust requires for its operation, namely the Trust Unit’s budget.  

B6.2 The Executive Board will ensure that the total BBC budget includes adequate 

provision for shared services for the Trust Unit as outlined in paragraph A3.2 

above.  

 

Procedures 

B7.1 In preparing the budget for the Trust Unit, Trust Unit staff will be mindful of the 

framework and timetable within which the overall BBC budget is set.   

B7.2 The Executive Board may provide feedback to the BBC Trust on the Trust Unit’s 

proposed budget which the Trust will consider when approving the budget.  

 

Outputs and timings 

8.1 This section sets out a summary of the key outputs, and where known, timings for 

this protocol. 

(a) Provision of support and advice to the BBC Trust provided on a continuous 

basis. 

(b) Provision of shared services to the BBC Trust. 

(c) Production of an agreed budget for the BBC Trust. This is prepared in 

accordance with the timetable set by the Executive Board to fit with the BBC’s 

overall budget timetable. 
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References 

9.1 BBC Charter 

The following articles in the BBC’s Charter are relevant to this protocol: 

(a) BBC Charter Article 22 – Guardians of the licence fee and the public interest 

(b) BBC Charter Article 23 – General duties 

(c) BBC Charter Article 24 – Functions of the Trust 

(d) BBC Charter Article 42 – Trust staff 

(e) BBC Charter Article 43 – BBC Trust Unit 

(f) BBC Charter Article 44 – Communication with staff of the BBC 

 

9.2 BBC Framework Agreement 

There are no clauses in the Agreement relevant to this protocol. 

 

9.3 Other documents 

The Addendum to Contract sent out with all new staff appointment, contract or transfer 

letters is relevant to this protocol (see Annex A).   

 

 

Version Date of 

publication 

Approved by 

the Trust 

Summary of changes since previous version 

1.0 December 2006  7 & 8 December 

2007 

n/a 

2.0 May 2010 18 February 

2010 

This document has been updated to fit in the new 

protocol format and explain processes in more 

detail. It incorporates the previous protocol ‘A2 BBC 

Trust Unit’. 

3.0 May 2014 15 April 2014 The protocol has been amended to clarify the 

responsibilities of the Trust Director and the Trust 

in relation to Trust Unit staff remuneration and 

severance.  
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Annex A: Extract from Addendum to the Contract of 
Employment for all new employees of the Trust Unit 
on Staff Transfers  

 
The Trust and the rest of the BBC must be in a position to attract well qualified, 
talented staff both from within the organisation and externally.  However, to 

protect the independence of the Trust and to manage any risk of conflict of 
interest, the Charter requires the Trust and the Executive to agree arrangements 
for the movement of staff between the Trust and the Executive.  Trust Unit staff 

may apply for jobs within the rest of the BBC or any associated company just as 
other BBC staff may apply for posts within the Trust Unit.  However, such 
transfers will be subject to the special arrangements outlined below.  

 
The arrangements for all transfers between the Trust and the rest of the BBC will 
be decided on a case by case basis by the Director, BBC Trust and the Director-

General or a person nominated by him to act on his behalf, taking into account the 
following key factors: 
 

 seniority of the posts; 
 the individual's access to sensitive or privileged information; 
 length of service; and  

 the nature of the post for which they have applied.  
 
On consideration of these factors, the Director, BBC Trust and the Director-

General or his nominated delegate will agree proportionate handling 
arrangements, within the following policy guidelines: 
 

 Staff on Grade 6 and below  
Staff at Grade 6 and below are not subject to any special arrangements.  An 
application for an attachment would require the agreement of the appropriate line 

manager in line with normal BBC practice. 
 
 Staff on Towers Perrin Grades 7-11 inclusive.  

All staff at these grades will be required to inform their line manager immediately 
if they are offered a permanent job within the Trust Unit/rest of the BBC.  The 
Director, BBC Trust and Director-General’s Office must then be informed to 

consider the appropriate arrangements.  
 
If, on consideration of all relevant factors, in the opinion of the Director, BBC Trust 

and/or the Director-General’s nominated delegate, a transfer gives rise to a real or 
perceived conflict of interest, the applicant may be required to serve an exclusion 
period in line with their notice period (from 1 – 3 months depending on length of 

service).  
 
In exceptional circumstances, for highly sensitive posts where the standard notice 
period is shorter than may be considered to provide a sufficient distance, an 

extended period of exclusion may be required (to a maximum of 3 months).  Any 
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exclusion period would start from a date determined by the Director, BBC Trust 
and the Director-General's nominated delegate, and may be immediate.  
 

An exclusion period may involve the member of staff being required to undertake 
such other duties as directed as appropriate by Director, BBC Trust and the 
Director-General’s nominated delegate for a specified period to provide a buffer 

between posts, and/or a period of paid or ‘gardening’ leave.  The terms of any 
exclusion period would be determined on a case by case basis, taking into account 
the specific nature of each relevant post and the level of risk associated.  Existing 

salary and conditions would be protected during this exclusion period together 
with continuity of BBC employment. 
 

An application for an attachment would require the prior agreement of the 
relevant line manager in accordance with normal practice. 
 

 Staff on Senior Manager Grades  
All senior managers must inform their line manager and the Director-General’s 
Office immediately on receipt of a job offer within the Trust Unit, or if they are 

currently employed within the Trust Unit, they must inform their line manager and 
the Director, BBC Trust on receipt of a job offer in the rest of the BBC. 
 

The Director, BBC Trust and the Director-General or a person nominated by him to 
act on his behalf will then agree appropriate arrangements on consideration of all 
relevant factors.  Any required exclusion period would start from a suitable date 
decided by the Director, BBC Trust and the Director-General's nominated delegate 

and will be managed within Senior Managers’ standard notice period of 6 months.  
An exclusion period may involve the member of staff being required to undertake 
such other duties as directed as appropriate by the Director, BBC Trust and the 

Director-General’s nominated delegate for a specified period to provide a buffer 
between posts, and/or a period of paid or ‘gardening’ leave.  The terms of any 
exclusion period would be determined on a case by case basis, taking into account 

the specific nature of each relevant post and the level of risk associated.  Existing 
salary and conditions would be protected during this exclusion period together 
with continuity of BBC employment. 

 
 


